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VANQUISH this is the brand Shibuya back with a shoe shop Chapterworld and Adidas Originals work together to complete a double
three party joint work. The selection of the Adidas Originals hardland for the selection of styles in popularity in recent years, the overall
black tone, leather, suede, canvas uppers of material composition, and has a delicate design with silver powder on canvas surface,
on the leather surface deliberately to create a suture lozenge design, the skin surface of leather and a the shining diamond details,
the VANQUISH system images perfectly rendered in shibuya. The VANQUISH x CHAPTER x adidas Originals double Hardland
limited sale only in Japan the CHAPTER shop, is expected to be officially appeared in late September, the CHAPTER has begun to
accept the first advance, you want to start a friend can get special attention. 

: "Blue Tint" is not the only Nike Flyknit Racer in this winter, the only attractive color, the latest exposure of this "Rough Green" in the
design of the same color. The streamlined Flyknit shoe body selection is cater to the seasonal atmosphere of the army green
throughout, with white and black Swoosh Flywire fly line form simple contrast, injection of Digital Camouflage Patterns and reflective
stripes details in the heel, then placed in the white light in the base. Priced at $$150, it is reported that this "Rough Green" color of
Nike Flyknit Racer will be officially released on December 9th.
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